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Profile 
Mike has been freelance now for over 30 years He started his career at the BBC as an assistant film 
editor and then became an editor on regional news and documentaries, which gave him invaluable 
experience in speed and keeping calm under pressure. He is passionate about telling stories, teasing 
out the overarching narrative of a film, and making sequences fit into that narrative. He has editing 
numerous science, factual, observational and entertainment programmes over the years.  

 
Documentary 
 
Dara O’Briain Meets Stephen Hawking – Rain Media for BBC1 (1 x 45 min) 
Comedian Dara cements his lifelong interest with Professor Hawking in a series of face to face 
meetings where nothing is off limits. Dara is with him in his daily routines and will talk to him about 
everything from his own personal back story to what the future of quantum physics might discover. 
Prod: Paul Venezis. Avid. 
 
WW1 in 3D with Tony Robinson – Renegade for Discovery (1 x 60 min) 
Sir Tony Robinson commemorates the centenary of the Great War in this series that attempts to 
show the experiences of the soldiers from their point of view. 
 
Autopsy: Anna Nicole Smith's Last Hours  – Channel 5 (1 x 45 min)  
Dr Richard Shepherd investigates the untimely death of the Playboy pin up and Hollywood movie 
star. Prod: Duncan Bulling.  
 
Child of Our Time – BBC for BBC1 (1 x 60 min) 
Bi-ennial catch-up of 25 families who now tell their experiences of their children becoming 
teenagers. Prod: Jon Eastman. Avid. 
 
Cutty Sark: A National Treasure – BBC for BBC 2 (1 x 60 min) 
Ob doc charting the trials and tribulations of the £50 million project to conserve the iconic ship. Prod 
Steve Crabtree. FCP.  
 
Gold Rush: Guyana Special – Discovery for Raw TV (Various x 60 min) 
A group of US rookie miners overcome dangers as they seek their fortune in the Klondyke. Avid, 
 
Titanic the Mission – Twenty Twenty for Channel 4 (1 x 60 min) 
A team reconstructs and demonstrates some of Titanic’s cutting edge electrical systems. Avid.  
 
Gangs Who Ran Britain – Alaska TV for History Channel & Crime Network (1 x 60 min) 
Presented by Martin and Gary Kemp, the series will go as far back as the 19th century to show how 
criminal gangs have always been a part of Britain’s social landscape, revealing how the UK’s 
gangland history has developed over the centuries.  



 

 

 
Destination North Pole – Darlow Smithson for Channel 5 (1 x 60 min)  
The incredible story of the men and women who risk life and limb to build, operate and populate the 
most northerly town on the planet. 
 
What’s America Worth? – Discovery for Touch Productions (1 x 50 min) 
Donald Trump reveals the inventors and entrepreneurs whose hard work and genius for great ideas 
is making America rich - from the accidental oil baron to the garage sale millionaire. So if America 
was for sale, what would be a fair price? FCP.  
 
Ideas That Changed the World – Brook Lapping for BBC (2 x 22 min) 
Series that looks into the innovative ideas that have changed and enhanced the world we live in, 
including the jet engine, radio waves, concrete and antibiotics. FCP. 
 
Christian the Lion – Blink TV for Five (1 x 60 min)  
The story behind the YouTube clip of the lion’s affectionate reunion with his former owners Ace and 
John.  
 
Trophy Cats – Bullseye TV for Animal Planet (1 x 60 min) 
Ob doc about various characters’ obsession with their cats and going to cat shows. Prod Fred Casella. 
FCP.  
 
Britain’s Sexual Fantasies – Tiger Aspect for Five (1 x 50 min) 
The largest survey ever into Britons’ sexual fantasies uncovers some surprising facts about our sex 
lives and psychotherapist, Brett Carr, analyses what our fantasies reveal about us. Prod Fred Casella. 
Avid.  
 
America: The Story of Us – Nutopia for History Channel  
This drama documentary portrays more then 400 years of American history, narrated by Liev 
Schreiber. Additional editor. Avid.  
 
Time Team – Videotext for Channel 4 (Various x 50 min) 
Tony Robinson and a team of experts travel the country to investigate a wide range of 
archaeological sites of historical importance. Prod Simon Raikes, Michael Douglas and Lucy 
Mcdowell, Videotext, Avid. 
 
Time Team Special: Londinium, The Edge of Empire – Videotext for Channel 4 (1 x 90 min) 
Finding 2000 year old wells in the city of London forces experts to re-evaluate Romano British 
history. Prod Graham Johnson. Avid.  
 
Decoding Da Vinci – Wildfire TV for More 4 and Channel 4 (1 x 50 min) 
Revealing the truth behind author Dan Brown’s claims that Britain is run by secret societies. Prod 
Clare Shiessor. Avid. 
 
Secrets of the Ancients: The Hanging Gardens of Babylon – Lightworks for BBC2 (1 x 50 min) 
An attempt to reconstruct the watering system of the famous gardens. Prod Simon Raikes.  
 
 
 



 

 

Imagine: The Smoking Diaries – BBC 1 (1 x 50 min) 
Biopic of author and playwright, Simon Gray, using his highly acclaimed diaries as the template. 
Prod Margi Kinmonth. Avid.  
 
 

Science 
 
Horizon: The Secrets of Animal Mummies – BBC for BBC2 (1 x 60 min) 
Using the latest technology to see inside animals mummies to reveal the rituals of the ancient 
Egyptians. Prod: Jon Eastman. Avid.  
 
Pop! The Science of Bubbles – Furnace TV for BBC4 (1 x 60 min)  
Physicist Dr Helen Czerski takes us on an amazing journey into the science of bubbles and how 
bubbles are vital to make the climate work. Prod: Paul Senn.  
 
Factomania – 360 Production for BBC  
Presenter-led popular science series. Factomania is a fast-paced blend of facts, fun, banter, 
animation and experiments. Prod: Emma Parkin.  
 
The Story of Electricity – Furnace TV for BBC 4 (1 x 59 min) 
Jim Al Kalil tells the story of the earliest discoveries of electricity up to the invention of the light bulb. 
FCP.  
 
Science and Islam – OSF for BBC 4  (3 x 60 min) 
Looking at the work of Arab scientists during the medieval era that rivalled Gallileo, Newton and 
Einstein. Prod Tim Usbourne. FCP.  
 
Perfect Weapon – Oxford Scientific Films for National Geographic (6 x 60 min) 
Fast-cut action-led ‘boys with toys’ romp through the science and history of various medieval 
weapons.  Drama recon. Prod Tim Usborne. FCP.  
 
Atom – Oxford Scientific Films for BBC 4 (3 x 60 min) 
Through their discovery how the atom works physicists have found out how the Universe began. 
Prod Tim Usborne. FCP. 
 
Stargate SG1: True Science: - Oxford Scientific Films for Sky 1  (1 x 50 min) 
Star of the series, Amanda Holden, examines how much of the sc-fi fiction is sc-fi fact. Prod Tim 
Usborne. Avid.  
 
Light Fantastic – BBC4 (1 x 60 min) 
Episode 3 of 4. How discovering the remarkable properties of light has helped us unlock the secrets 
of the universe. Prod Paul Sen. FCP.  
 
Horizon: Ecstasy and Agony – BBC2 (1 x 50 min) 
How a man with Parkinson’s disease may have stumbled on a potential cure by taking ecstasy. Prod 
Jemima Harrison. Avid.  
 
 



 

 

 
Equinox: The Secret Life of the Crash Test Dummy – RDF for Channel 4 (1 x 50 min) 
An insight into this 80’s icon, from its inception to its calibration using experiments on human 
cadavers. Prod Peter Webber. Avid.  
 
Equinox: The Great Leveller – Lightworks for Channel 4   
Examining how our place in the social hierarchy has a physical affect on our health. Prod Paul Sen, 
McDougall Craig. 
 
Rave New World – Lightworks for Channel 4  
A scientific look at the drug, ecstasy, and the part it played in the rave culture. Prod Paul Sen, 
McDougall Craig. 
 
Triumph of the Nerds – Lightworks for Channel 4 (3 x 50 min) 
A history of the multi-billion dollar personal computer industry and the pioneers that created it. 
Prod Paul Sen, John Gau.  
 
Science and the Swastika: The Good German – Darlow Smithson for Ch 4 (1 x 50 min) 
Unravelling the myth that top German scientist, Heisenberg, denied Hitler the atom bomb on moral 
grounds. Prod Paul Sen. Avid.  
 
Placebo: Discovery US and Europe – LWT (1 x 50 min) 
Through extraordinary case histories a group of world-renowned scientists demonstrate that the 
Placebo effect can be as powerful a healer as conventional drugs. Prod Jemima Harrison. Avid.  
 
 

History 

 
History of Storage – BBC (1 x 60 min) 
A history of how our human foible of hoarding resulted in the boom of the self-storage industry. 
 
Shock & Awe: The Story of Electricity – BBC for BBC4 (1 x 60 min) 
Jim Al Kalil tells the story of the earliest discoveries of electricity up to the invention of the light bulb. 
FCP. 
 
Blood and Guts: A History of Surgery  – BBC 4 (1 x 60 min) 
Charting the advances in heart surgery to the amazing present day techniques. Drama recon. Prod 
Giles Harrison. FCP.  
 
Man on Earth – Wildfire TV for Channel 4 (2 x 48 min) 
A presenter led history of how climate change shaped mankind’s destiny over the last 200,000 years. 
Prod Simon Raikes. Avid.  
 
7 Ages of Britain – Wildfire TV for Channel 4 (3 x 50 min) 
Part of a 7 part series. Tracing the lives of ordinary Britons from the Stone Age through to the 
Industrial Revolution. Prod Paul Sen. Avid 
 
 



 

 

Remember the Secret Policeman’s Ball – Films of Record for BBC4 & BBC2 (1 x 75 min) 
A look back at the comedy theatre shows that were the forerunners of fund-raising events like 
Comic Relief. Prod Margi Kinmonth. Avid.  
 
Civil War – Lightworks for Channel 4 (1 x 90 min) 
A drama-documentary account of the English Civil war, using reconstruction filmed in a modern 
news style. Prod Paul Sen, John Gau.  
 
Secret History – RDF for Channel 4 (1 x 50 min) 
Gay Nazis -Examining how homosexuality blew a hole in the Nazi plans to create the Aryan master 
race.  Drama recon. Prod Paul Sen. Avid. 
 
Winter of Discontent - Mentorn Barraclough Carrey  
A look back at Union strikes which caused the downfall of the Labour Government in ’79. Prod Chris 
Powell. Avid.  
 
A History of Climate Change – Wildfire TV for History Channel (1 x 90 min) 
Avid. 
 
 

Factual Entertainment 
 
10 Years Younger – Channel 4 (4 x 30 min) 
Makeover show where people aim to look younger through styling, haircuts and plastic surgery. 
Prod Katy Fryer. Avid.  
 
Royal Weddings: A&E, USA – RDF (1 x 42 min) 
Episode 1 of 6. Fast cut sync and archive show speculating on Kate and Will’s future as King & queen. 
Prod Ros Ponder. Avid.  
 
Ideas That Changed the World – BBC World (6 x 22 min) 
Reveals the innovative ideas that have dramatically changed our lives and enhanced the world we 
live in. Avid.  
 
Holiday Homes From Hell – ITV 1 (1 x 50 min) 
5 stories of how people’s dreams of owning a holiday home abroad were shattered. Prod Harbinder 
Minhas. Avid. 
 
Coleen’s Real Women - Channel 4 
Coleen tries to find real women with real beauty to compete against professional models in the run 
of a contract. Avid. 
 
Be a Grand Prix Driver – Five (2 x 30 min) 
2 of 6 episodes. Following wannabe Formula one drivers through various trials to the 1st prize of a 
race at Monza. Prod Matthew Whiteman. Avid.                                
 
 
 



 

 

Shipwrecked – RDF for Channel 4 (3 x 30 min) 
Reality TV series following 16 young people trying to survive for 10 weeks on a deserted Fijian island. 
Prod Ros Ponder. Avid. 
 
Scrapheap Challenge: Boats – RDF for Channel 4 (1 x 50 min) 
Info-tainment show where two teams build a boat from scrap in ten hours and then race them. Prod 
Cathy Rogers. Avid.  
 
 
Magazine Shows: 
 

Pebble Mill at One 
Countryfile 
Top Gear 

 
4 Years in BBC News and Current Affairs 


